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a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) involves the three
things we need to make a good decision
Showing we don’t need a diagnosis
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Overdiagnosis - and Underdiagnosis - can only
exist if there is Diagnosis.
Diagnosis creates them.

Diagnosis facilitates and encourages the
very serious ‘Overs’:
Over-Certainty and Over-Confidence

No decision about me
without me
No diagnosis about me
without me
– or with me
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The growing concern with Overdiagnosis in individual healthcare, especially in medicine, has occurred simultaneously with increasing interest in
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) as a way of supporting the preference-sensitive decisions that must be taken. But we found virtually
no use of the terms ‘overdiagnosis’, ‘overdetection’, or ‘overtreatment’ in a review of 30 MCDA publications from 2006-2016.

Q: Why is there little or no attention to Overdiagnosis in Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)?
A: To make a good decision in person-centred care we need, and need only, 3 things:
• the BEANS (the Best Estimates Available Now, at Point of Decision) of the performance rates of the options on the criteria important to the person
• the relative importance weights attached to those criteria
• a defensible way of synthesising these ontologically and epistemologically distinct inputs into a 'score' for each option.

an MCDA involves all these, showing that we do not need a diagnosis to make a good decision
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Preference Weightings: Person-supplied. Left:
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weight to avoiding fracture and same ratings a
medication wins
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No diagnosis needed, of a ‘statistical disease’ like
osteoporosis. BMD measurement is not among
the options due to no evidence of BMD enhancing
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Overdiagnosis and Underdiagnosis can only exist where there is Diagnosis. Diagnosis creates them.
Providing a diagnostic label can generate psychological/emotional benefits or harms, but it distracts from always keeping the decision ethically
framed as involving multiple uncertainties and trade-offs. Thereby fostering the really serious 'overs’: over-certainty and over-confidence
* Link to Poster with Frax
data for UK, Denmark,
Australia, and references
including NICE
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Further information: mette.kjer.kaltoft@rsyd.dk; jack.dowie@lshtm.ac.uk
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